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About This Game

Story

Hiyoko and Michiko were on their way home when Hiyoko became the victim of a terrible accident. Upon waking up, Hiyoko
found herself in a familiar place, but surrounded by unfamiliar faces, thee girls Yukiko, Miyuki, and Aiko, who all claimed they

were Hiyoko's best friends in college.

However, Hiyoko didn't know them at all. Only when she finally looked at the date did she realize, she had been thrust back
three years into the past, when she was still in college. Hiyoko chose to be honest, and told them that she had no recollection of

anything. However, she still kept the fact that she was from a parallel-future, a secret.

Hiyoko tried to figure out how she could return to her own world, and why she was sent here in the first place. And who was this
girl she replaced? Was it really her, or something far more sinister?

Then suddenly, a new student, Ayano, arrived who threw everything out of balance when Ayano claims that she knew who
Hiyoko really was...

Game Features

Discover the secrets behind your arrival in this alternate timeline
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Four date-able heroines, each with their own backstory

Multiple endings based on your choices

Unlockable CG Gallery!

A stunning visual novel journey through time and dimensions

Beautiful in-game soundtrack
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Vazurea Studio
Publisher:
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